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Integration Overview
Implementation at Napoleon
Sports & Casino since July 2020
as an additional verification option

Players can verify themselves at
any point of their customer
journey by going to the ‘’My
Identity” page on NSC website
Mandatory verification of an
account prompted at the time of
withdrawal and ItsMe serves as
an optional method of
verification
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Usage
Reason
for
Verifications:

Failed

95% contributor: Electronic ID is
expired
Unfortunately, ItsMe does not check for
expired cards or prompt users to update
new card details.
5% contributor: National registration
number on ID Card is not linked to the
player
Note: July and Sep 2020 data reflect only partial month

ItsMe Adoption Rate % = Number of players that used ItsMe divided by number of players that were verified (with and without
ItsMe)
ItsMe Successful Verification % = Number of players successfully verified via ItsMe divided by number of players that used ItsMe
ItsMe Failed Verification % = Number of players that failed verification via ItsMe divided by number of players that used ItsMe
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ItsMe as a tool
Weighing in the pros en cons
Pros

Cons

 An instant verification system with immediate result ꭓ ItsMe information is not up-to-date with cards that
of the verification status.
are expired or players that have change of address
 If verification is positive, WD status is enabled ꭓ High failures (approx. 39%) due to expired cards
immediately thereby resulting in relatively faster
resulting in negative user experience and reduced
withdrawals.
FCR (first contact resolution). CS has to ask player to
update their details on ItsMe app or send verification
documents.
 33% adoption rate in about 2 months

ꭓ Confuses a player as their ItsMe with expired card
data works fine on Doccle and other government
websites but not on Napoleon website as we check for
valid card details.
ꭓ ItsMe cannot be used to verify Foreign players who
reside in Belgium
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Conclusion
While ItsMe’s adoption rate
appears to be growing and it is
quite conveninent to use, it
cannot be made as the only
identification/authentication
method until all data in their
application is current/up-to-date.

ItsMe does not have the
capability to replace EPIS
verification
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